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ABSTRACT 

The reaction e+e- -+ e+e-qr ’ r ’ has been observed with the 

Crystal Ball detector at the DORIS II storage ring at DESY. The 

~7r07ro mass spectrum is dominated by the r]‘, and the two-photon 

width I’+,rr is determined to be 4.6 f 0.4 f 0.6 keV. Limits on 

rx+yy x BX-+f)mr are given for other possible states. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The partial widths of mesons to two photons give information on their quark 

content. The degree of mixing between the SU(3) octet and singlet of the ground 

state pseudoscalar nonet affects the relative two-photon widths of the x0, 7, and 7’ 

mesons, as would possible mixing with a glueball. Radially excited pseudoscalar 

mesons could participate in the mixing, and might also be seen directly in two- 

photon collisions. The 77 + r]~“~o reaction is well suited to searching for new 

I = 0 pseudoscalars since r]?r”7ro is limited to I = 0 or 2, and Jp = O- is achieved 

without any orbital angular momentum. 

In this paper we present an analysis of the reaction e+e- ---) e+e-v7r”r0, 

with 11 + 77. The outgoing e+ and e- scatter at very small angles and are 

not observed (no-tag); thus the observed final state consists of six photons. The 

Q?~OX~ mass spectrum is dominated by the q’, and is used to extract its two-photon 

width I’Q~-,rr. Since the r] and r” are narrow spinless particles, the complications 

inherent in measuring the 7’ via its 7p decay are avoided. Upper limits are set 

on heavier mesons decaying to r]7r07ro. 

The data were taken in 1983-1985 using the Crystal Ball detector at the 

DORIS II e+e- storage ring at DESY and represent an accumulated luminosity 

of 131 pb-l. Most of the running was on the various resonances of the T system 

with an average center of mass energy of 10 GeV. 

2. DETECTOR AND TRIGGER 

The Crystal Ball detector,’ shown in Fig. 1, is a non-magnetic calorimeter 

designed to measure the energies and directions of electromagnetically interacting 

particles. The main detector is a highly segmented spherical shell of NaI(T1) 

which covers 93% of the total solid angle. It contains 672 optically isolated 

crystals, each viewed by a phototube. Each crystal is a truncated triangular 

pyramid 16 radiation lengths deep pointing towards the interaction point. The 
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segmentation of the spherical shell is based on an icosahedron, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Each of the 20 triangular faces, referred to as “major triangles,” is subdivided 

into 4 “minor triangles” each consisting of nine individual crystals. A complete 

47r ball would contain 720 crystals; to allow entry and exit of the beams, 24 

crystals from each of two diametrically opposed regions are omitted. The 30 

crystals immediately surrounding each beam hole are called the “tunnel crystals.” 

The remaining crystals, covering 85% of 47r, make up the “main ball”. NaI(T1) 

endcaps cover an additional 5% of 47r, but are not used in the analysis presented 

here. 

The measured energy resolution for electromagnetically showering particles is 

cr~/E = (2.7~bO.2)%/$!? (E in GeV), with the energy shared among a symmetric 

cluster of 13 neighboring crystals. A photon deposits on average 70% of its energy 

in the central crystal, and about 2% is outside the cluster of 13. This pattern 

of lateral energy deposition is useful in identifying electromagnetically showering 

particles. Using the distribution of energy within the cluster, we determine the 

directions of showering particles to an accuracy ranging from about 3’ for the 

polar angle of a 70 MeV photon to about 2’ at 500 MeV. The NaI(T1) energy scale 

is set for each - 3pb-1 of accumulated data using large angle Bhabha scattering 

events. We use our studies of the T(2S) + T~x~T(~S) channel to correct our 

calibration at lower energies by a one-parameter non-linear expression: which 

gives a correction of +5% at 100 MeV. 

Charged particles are detected in a set of cylindrical proportional tube cham- 

bers which surround the beam pipe. There were originally 3 double-layered 

chambers filled with “magic gas”. They have been replaced in stages by a set 

of 4 double layers filled with a (79-20-l)% Ar-COa-methane mixture. The beam 

pipe has a thickness corresponding to 0.017 radiation lengths. Each double-layer 

chamber adds 0.010 r.1. in the old and 0.017 r.1. in the new configuration. In the 

analysis presented here, we are interested in all-neutral final states, and use the 

chamber information to reject events with charged tracks. Although the cham- 

bers can be used for tracking, we find it sufficient here to simply count chamber 
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“hits” with pulse height discriminators which are also used in the trigger. We 

use the hits in the third chamber, which is at a radius of 14.5 cm (11 cm) and 

covers 78% (87%) of 4 7~ in the old (new) configuration. 

The triggers are based on fast analog sums of the energy deposited in the main 

ball, its top and bottom hemispheres, and each of its major triangles. These are 

subjected to various discriminator thresholds. The tunnel crystals are excluded 

from these sums, giving an effective trigger solid angle of 85% of 47r. For use in 

vetoing beam-gas and other events originating far from the interaction point, the 

energies in the tunnel crystals are summed and discriminated separately, as are 

the pulse heights in the chambers. The final trigger decisions are based on various 

logical combinations of the discriminator outputs, all of which are recorded on 

tape for each triggered event. Thus by examining events which satisfied more 

than one trigger, the separate thresholds and efficiencies can be determined. After 

measuring the hardware thresholds in this way, we set sharp software thresholds 

safely above them (below for vetoes). Events used in the analysis presented here 

are required to satisfy these software thresholds, which are given in the following 

trigger descriptions. 

Designing a trigger for a no-tag 77 experiment is difficult, since the energy 

deposited in the detector is small compared to the beam energy. We use a com- 

bination of four different triggers to optimize the Q’ efficiency while keeping the 

backgrounds low and accommodating to changing conditions. Three of the trig- 

gers use a technique of dividing the ball into hemispheres with planes containing 

the beam axis, and requiring that each hemisphere contain a minimum energy. 

Since the outgoing leptons of our process are usually scattered at very small an- 

gles, the detected event has nearly balanced transverse momentum (pt), and will 

thus fulfill the above requirement; whereas backgrounds, e.g. from off-axis elec- 

trons, tend to deposit energy in only one hemisphere. A veto on energy deposited 

in the tunnel crystals is effective in reducing backgrounds that do not come from 

the interaction point, but also reduces the effective solid angle of the detector. 

Events with charged particles can be eliminated by vetoing events which have 
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a hit in the third chamber. The four triggers used in this analysis are various 

combinations of the above requirements. They are summarized in Table 1 and 

are described in detail below: 

i) The 2-Hemisphere Trigger requires a total energy deposition of > 800 MeV 

in the main ball and > 180 MeV in its top and in its bottom hemisphere. 

This trigger is vetoed by a total of > 30 MeV in the tunnel crystals. 

ii) The 6-Hemisphere Trigger requires > 860 MeV in the main ball. The pt 

balance requirement is strengthened over that of the first trigger by dividing 

the ball into 6 hemispheres with 3 different planes containing the beam axis, 

and requiring that each hemisphere contain > 1 major triangle with > 150 

MeV. The trigger is vetoed by a hit in the third chamber. 

iii) The Multiplicity Trigger requires > 450 MeV in the main ball and a mul- 

tiplicity of 2 3 major triangles with > 110 MeV each. It is vetoed by a hit 

in the third chamber, or by > 30 MeV in the tunnel crystals. 

iv) The Combined Trigger requires > 800 MeV in the main ball, > 60 MeV 

in each of the hemispheres of the 6-Hemisphere Trigger, and 2 3 major 

triangles with > 110 MeV each. It is vetoed by > 65 MeV in the tunnel 

crystals. 

The a-Hemisphere Trigger was installed during the collection of the entire 

data sample. The Monte Carlo studies described in Section 4 show that it is 69% 

efficient for q’ events passing all cuts except the trigger requirement. Adding 

the 6-Hemisphere and Multiplicity Triggers brought the efficiency up to about 

85%; they were installed for 66 pb-’ and 32 pb-l, respectively. During the 33 

pb-l that the Combined Trigger was installed the efficiency was over 90%. The 

triggers installed for each run period and the resulting efficiencies are summarized 

in Table 2. 
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3. SELECTION CRITERIA 

All events used in this analysis are first passed through a filter program de- 

signed to select events produced by two-photon collisions by requiring total de- 

posited energy Etot < 5 GeV and net transverse momentum 1 C p’t I< 200 MeV/c. 

The 1 C pj ) is calculated by assigning a vector p’to each crystal in the main ball 

and tunnels with magnitude equal to the energy seen in that crystal. 

The events must satisfy a software trigger filter, with thresholds set higher 

than those in the hardware, as described in the previous section. This elimi- 

nates effects from small variations in the trigger thresholds, and also facilitates 

efficiency calculations. All-neutral events are selected by requiring that the cham- 

ber 3 discriminator was not set. This requirement is the same as that used in 

the 6-Hemisphere and Multiplicity triggers described above. Thus, a uniform 

neutrality cut is used, regardless of whether it is applied at the trigger level, or 

via this cut. 

After this preselection, the following criteria are used to select 6-photon final 

states: 

i) There must be exactly 6 clusters of energy in the ball of > 20 MeV each. 

They are the photon candidates. 

ii) The 6 photons must each have I cos 0 I< 0.9, where tJ is the angle between 

the photon direction and the beam axis. 

iii) The lateral energy deposition of each photon candidate must be consistent 

with that expected from an electromagnetic shower. 

Candidate v7r”rrro events are searched for by grouping the 6 photons in pairs. 

There are 15 different ways of combining 6 photons into 3 pairs. The two-photon 

invariant mass (Mrr) for all photon pairs is shown in Fig. 3. Events with at least 

one pair within f60 MeV of the Q mass are selected. For these events we plot 

IU!$ versus JI$) for the remaining 4 photons This is shown in Fig 4 where . - , 
there are 3 entries for each q candidate. There is a clear clustering of events 
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containing 2 m”‘s. We accept events with 

(Mr?(l) - Acf,p~)~ + (Mrr(2) - M,o)~ < 1200 (MeV/c2)2, 

which is a circle of radius B 35 MeV around the 7r” mass. The above mass 

windows are approximately f3a of our expected mass resolution for TO’S and 

?fS. 

Events satisfying these requirements are then kinematically fit to ~~~~~ and 

r”ro~o hypotheses, using only the r] and r” mass constraints. The fit with the 

best confidence level is used. An event is kept if the best fit is ~7r”~o and has a 

confidence level greater than 0.01. The energies and angles from the fit are used 

for the remainder of this analysis. This improves the r]7r”ro mass resolution at 

the r]’ from 25 MeV to 10 MeV, at the expense of a 20% loss in efficiency from 

cases where a 37r” combination gives a better fit. 

Fig. 5 shows the I Cp’t I2 distribution for events passing the kinematic fit. 

Here 1 C 6 1 is calculated from the fitted momentum vectors of the 6 photons. 

There is a clear peaking at small I C p’t 12, which is the signature for two-photon 

events. The width of the peak is consistent with our energy resolution and 

the expected distribution of the two-photon process. The final cut used in this 

analysis requires 1 cp< I< 100 MeV/c. We are left with a sample of 247 r]7r07ro 

events. 

The distribution of the mass of the r]?r”ro system (Fig. 6) shows a large peak 

at the 7’ mass, with few events outside the 7’ region. Since we do not make a 

background subtraction, these latter events cannot be regarded as evidence for a 

77 + q&r0 continuum. A fit to the distribution using a Gaussian plus a linear 

background yields: 

N,,I = 185 f 14 events. 

The fitted mass of 958.9 f 0.8 MeV is in good agreement with the accepted r]’ 

mass: and the fitted width of o = 9.9 f 0.6 MeV is consistent with Monte Carlo 

calculations of our resolution for this channel. 
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4. DETERMINATION OF I’+rr 

The cross section for production of a narrow resonance X in no-tag e+e- + 

e+e-77 , 77 + Xis 

OX = 8r2(2J + 1)r&;;7 J WG - (!I1 + q2)2]F2(q1)F2(q2)@(q1, q2)d4ql&q2 . 

The factor in front of the integral is the integrated resonance Breit-Wigner curve 

for a resonance of spin J and mass Mx. The b-function restricts the 77 mass 

to that of the resonance. The q1 and q2 are the 4-vectors of the two intermedi- 

ate state photons; the production rate of such photons is described by @(ql, 42). 

I’x+77 is conventionally defined to be the partial width to real photons, whereas 

in the two-photon process the photons are slightly virtual (q2 < 0). We describe 

the q2 dependence of the 77-resonance coupling with the Vector Meson Domi- 

nance form factor F(q) = l/(1 - q2/mi), with mp the mass of the p meson. Our 

cut of I C p> I < 100 MeV effectively restricts our observed data sample to small 

lq21, (lq21> = (28 MeV2, so that the effect of these form factors on the visible 

cross section is only about 0.5%. 

We use a Monte Carlo event generator based on a program by Vermaseren4 

to calculate 6s1, the above cross section with I’rl+77 set equal to 1 keV. The 

results were checked with an independent program based on the matrix element 

given in Ref. 5. Radiative corrections to this process have been shown6 to be 

less than 1%. 

Then I’,+,77 can be calculated from N,,I using the following formula: 

L is the integrated e+e- luminosity and B, ‘+c7 is the branching ratio7 for 7’ + 

67: Bql+67 E B(Q’ + q~‘?r~) X B(v + 77) x B(rrr” + 77)2 = 0.086f0.008. 
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The luminosity was measured from the number lV of events which have 2 and 

only 2 energy clusters of energy > 0.7 Ebeam inside 1 cos 01 < 0.75 . The integrated 

luminosity is then L = Ns/c, where s is the square of the center of mass energy. 

The conversion factor c has been determined from a sample of e+e-(7) and 

77(r) Monte C ar o events generated with the program of Berends and Kleiss8 1 

and passed through a detector simulation which uses the EGS electromagnetic 

shower development code! The systematic error on the luminosity was found to 

be 2.5%, adding the following in quadrature: 1.0% Monte Carlo statistics, 1.0% 

for 4th order QED corrections:’ 1.9% dependence on the cuts, and 0.2% from 

hadronic and beam gas backgrounds. 

The efficiency c for an 7’ + 67 event to appear in our final sample is de- 

termined from events generated with the Vermaseren Monte Carlo program and 

passed through the detector simulation. The v’ decays according to isotropic 

phase space; the observed decay distributions agree well with those from the 

Monte Carlo. 

Some of the selection criteria (in particular the tunnel energy veto) are af- 

fected by extra energy deposited in the NaI(T1) by beam-related backgrounds. 

This extra energy was measured in a sample of random background events ob- 

tained by triggering on every 10’th beam crossing, with no other condition. A 

background event from this sample was added to each q’ Monte Carlo event so 

that efficiencies determined from the Monte Carlo include the effect of this extra 

energy. 

The efficiency of cuts (i)-(iii), the v and r” mass cuts, the kinematic fit, 

and the ) Cp’t 1 cut give the constant contribution econst = 0.033 to the overall 

efficiency. 

The trigger efficiency cttig was calculated using the Monte Carlo events which 

passed the above cuts by subjecting them to the software trigger thresholds de- 

scribed in Section 3. The results for the various trigger configurations are given 

in Table 2. They do not include the effect of the chamber veto, which is discussed 
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next. 

The efficiency for events to pass the chamber veto cut, cneut, is determined 

by the probability for one of the photons to convert to e+e- in the beam pipe 

or in the first two chambers, and by the probability of a noise hit in the third 

chamber. We determine cneut for each running period by studying 77 --+ r”7ro 

events in the f2 (1270) re g ion triggered by the a-Hemisphere Trigger, which does 

not have the chamber veto requirement. Cuts similar to those described above 

(except the chamber cut) result in a sample of 4000 f2 events, with very small 

background. The fraction of these events which do not have the chamber veto bit 

set is the neutral efficiency for &photon events, which varied from 81% to 86%, 

depending on run period. This must then be extrapolated to 6-photon events, 

after taking account of the probability of noise hits, which was measured using 

the sample of random background events. The resulting values of e,,,t are listed 

in Table 2 with their statistical errors. 

The f2 sample has also been used to check for effects of variations in the 

performance of the NaI(T1) electronics and data acquisition system during the 

various running periods. We observe within errors a constant visible f2 cross 

section and constant mass and mass resolution of the r”‘s. 

The overall efficiency is E = eeonst x ctrig x eneut. Its average for the whole 

data sample is 0.022, varying from 0.018 to 0.025. The measured I+,rr x B,+,er 

calculated separately for each run period are listed in Table 2. The values agree 

well with each other, and a fit to a constant gives x2 = 1.0 for 5 degrees of 

freedom. The average is 

r ~I+77 X B9’+67 = 0.39 f 0.03 f 0.04 keV 

which gives 

I? +,77 = 4.6 f 0.4 f 0.6 keV. 

Here the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. The 14% systematic 

error comes from the following sources (all added in quadrature): 
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l Uncertainties in the Monte Carlo event generation and detector simulation: 

f5%. 

l Monte Carlo statistical error on cconst x  et+,: f3%. 

0 Sensitivity to variations of analysis cuts: f5%. 

l Uncertainties in cneut: f6%. 

l Uncertainty in the luminosity measurement: f2.5%. 

l Uncertainties in the branching ratios7 Q’ + Q~‘x’ (&9%) and 7 -+ 77 

(f2%). 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE I”lt+77 RESULT 

Our result is compared to published measurements ‘l-l7 of lYrlf+77 in Table 3. 

Most previous measurements of the two-photon width of the 7’ used the decay 

channel q7’+7p. That this is a magnetic dipole transition affects the angular 

distribution of the final state particles. Due to the additional phase space factor 

and the large width of the p, it also affects the energies of the final state particles, 

with an uncertainty due to the parametrization of the p. The JADE and CELLO 

analyses did not take these effects into account in determining efficiencies. The 

PLUTO Collaboration state that if they used a phase-space decay matrix element 

their measurement of Pr7 would have been around 5 keV instead of 3.8 keV. The 

use of the qz”ro decay channel avoids these problems, since the q and 7r” are 

narrow spinless particles. The new world average calculated from our r]z”zo 

measurement and those 7p measurements which used the Ml matrix element is 

4.3 f 0.3 keV. 

The study of the partial widths of mesons into two photons gives information 

l8 on their quark content. In order to test whether the x0, 7, and q’ mesons can 

be described in terms of the u, d, and s  quarks alone, we interpret our result 

in the context of the quark model, which yields the following relations for the 
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pseudoscalar nonet: 

2 b77 _ r To+77 1 
M;:- 

1 

-costI 
M;o fi 

- $7 sin8 
p&p p I 

r fi 1 
2 

sin 8, + z rp cos 8, 

where 8, is the SU(3) mixing angle and rp is the ratio of the decay constants 

for the singlet and octet members of the nonet: rp = Fs/Fr. Using I’ro+77 = 

7.5 f 0.5 eV from Ref. 3 and the average I’rl+77 = 0.54 f 0.05 keV of the 

published results from two-photon experiments11’1g’20 together with our value 

r ++77 = 4.6 f 0.7 keV we obtain: 

8, = -18.1°f 2.4' 

rP = 0.96 f 0.06 

The result t, = 1 implies nonet symmetry, i.e., the wave functions at the 

origin for the octet and singlet states are the same. The value for 0, is twice 

as large as that obtained from the quadratic Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula: 

0,(GMO) = -10'. H owever, a recent calculation 21 of first-order corrections to 

both the rr7 and mass formulae, shows that although the corrections to Tr7 

are small, the corrections to the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula can be large, 

and a consistent picture is possible with 8, = -20’. The uncorrected linear 

Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula gives 0, = -23'. 
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6. SEARCH FOR OTHER STATES 

We have also searched for other states decaying into ~~‘7r~. Radially excited 

pseudoscalar mesons are expected22’23’24 to be in the 1 - 2 GeV mass range. 

Furthermore, a radially excited 7 or 7’ is expected to have a substantial branching 
23 ratio into r]7r7r. 

As can be seen from Fig. 6, there are very few events in this mass range. 

We have calculated the 90% confidence level upper limit for I’x-,77 x Bx+~~~ 

as a function of the mass of the resonance X. We have included a factor 3 

for I = 0 to convert the limit on q7r07ro to r/7r7r (note that an isovector cannot 

decay into r]~“~o). Our 10% systematic error was conservatively accounted for 

by multiplying the upper limit by 1 + 1.28 x 0.10 (1.280 corresponds to a 90% 

C.L. upper limit). The results for total widths of 50 and 200 MeV are shown in 

Fig. 7. The limit increases with increasing mass due to decreasing 77 flux and 

detection efficiency. 

A candidate for a radially excited pseudoscalar which decays to r/rr is the 

~(1275). It has been observed in hadronic collisions by two experiments25’26 

which report total widths of 70 f 15 and 32 f 10 MeV, respectively. If the total 

width is less than 50 MeV, as indicated by the more recent, higher statistics 

experiment, our 90% C.L. upper limit is 

r r1(127+‘77 ’ Bg(1275)+qmr < 0.3 keV. 

Calculations 27’24 for a radially excited pseuodscalar at this mass in models which 

include the effect of its mixing with the q and q’ yield an expected two-photon 

width of order 2 keV. Thus the ~(1275) is not described by those mixing models 

unless it has a small branching ratio to r]?~r. 

The experiment of Ref. 26 has also observed a pseudoscalar ~/TX resonance 

at 1420 f 5 MeV with a total width of 31 f 7 MeV. Again assuming the total 
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width is less than 50 MeV, we obtain 

rr1(1420)+77 x Bq(1420)+~r~ < 0.3 keV. 

A narrow peak at - 1390 MeV has been seen in the r]zz spectrum from radiative 

J/T) decaysf8 If this is a pseudoscalar of width less than 50 MeV, our limit is 

rX(1390)-w X Bx(13go)+rlrr < 0.27 keV. 

In all three cases, the upper limit remains below 0.4 keV if the total width is 

raised to 100 MeV. Other as yet unseen pseudoscalar candidates may be wider, 

but even a total width of 200 MeV does not allow Ir7 x BvAA = 2 keV for masses 

below 1800 MeV. These results present a challenge to our understanding of the 

radially excited pseudoscalar nonet. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

1. Triggers. 

2. List of run periods with luminosity, triggers, efficiencies, fitted number 

of observed q’s, and resulting product of r]’ two-photon width and decay 

branching ratio. The errors quoted are statistical only. 

3. A comparison of our result with published measurements. A t indicates 

that the complete Ml matrix element was not used in the 7p decay; these 

results are not included in the average. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The Crystal Ball detector. 

2. The organisation of the individual crystals into major and minor triangles, 

and into top and bottom hemispheres. The shaded area is the layer of 

“tunnel crystals” next to the beam. 

3. The M,, distribution for all pairs of photons in 6photon events after a cut 

1 Cp: l<lOOMeV/ h b c as een applied. Clear peaks at the r” and 7 masses 

are visible. The arrows indicate the cut at M,, f 60 MeV. 

4. M,, us. M,, after selecting events with an r]. There are 3 entries per r] 

candidate. An event can have more than one v candidate. 

5. 1 Cp’t I2 d’ t ‘b t’ 1s rl u ion for qr”7ro events passing the kinematic fit. The arrow 

indicates the cut at I Cp; I = 100 MeV/c. 

6. The M,,o,o distribution for the final event sample. 

7. 90% confidence level upper limits for rx+77 x Bx-,,,,, for a spin 0 res- 

onance X as a function of its mass Mx. The solid line is for total width 

I’x = 50 MeV and the dashed line for I’x = 200 MeV. 
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Table 1 

Trigger min. E in max. E in Chamber Additional 

Name main ball tunnels veto ? Requirements 

2-Hemisph. 800 MeV 30 MeV no > 180 MeV in top, bottom 

6-Hemisph. 860 MeV no > 150 MeV _ limit yes 2 1 major with 

in each of 6 hemispheres 

Multiplicity 450 MeV 30 MeV yes 2 3 majors with > 110 MeV 

Combination 800 MeV 65 MeV no 2 1 major with > 60 MeV 

in each of 6 hemispheres and 

2 3 majors with > 110 MeV 

Table 2 

Run Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Luminosity [pb-l] 32.2 32.2 20.0 13.5 19.0 14.2 

(Ecm) [GeV] 10.02 10.02 9.46 10.6 10.6 10.6 

~7~1 [nb] 0.164 0.164 0.156 0.172 0.172 0.172 

Triggers: 

2-Hemisphere d d d d d J 
6-Hemisphere d d d 

Multiplicity 4 
Combined d d 

Qrig 0.69 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.91 0.94 

heut 0.77f0.02 0.77f0.02 0.74f0.03 0.78f0.03 0.82f0.09 0.79f0.03 

total efficiency E 0.0180 0.0222 0.0207 0.0218 0.0248 0.0247 

NV1 37.5f6.3 49.1f7.4 24.3f5.0 16.5f4.1 34.7f5.9 24.855.1 

B r1’+6r x r$+77 [keV] 0.39f0.07 0.42f0.07 0.38f0.08 0.33f0.08 0.43f0.09 0.41f0.09 
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Table 3 

Experiment I’rll+77 [keV] Mode Reference 

Crystal Ball 4.6 f 0.4 f 0.6 ~~~~~ this experiment 

JADE 4.0 f 0.9 77 11 

TPCI2-y 4.5 f 0.3 f 0.7 7p 12 

j TASS0 ) 5.1f0.4f0.7 1 7p ) 

1 PLUTO 1 3.8 f 0.3 f 0.4 1 7p 1 

CELLO t (6.2 f 1.1 f 0.8) 7p 15 

JADE t (5.0 f 0.5 f 0.9) 7p 16 

Mark II 5.8 f 1.1 f 1.2 7p 17 

average 4.3 f 0.3 
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